The Oviatt Library at the California State University, Northridge (CSUN) 
Administrators and librarians who consider investing in ASRS will learn about the challenges of its long-term management from the example of CSUN.

Background
California State University, Northridge (CSUN) is a vibrant, diverse university community of nearly 36,000 students and more than 4,000 faculty and staff, sited on a 356-acre campus in the heart of Los Angeles ' San Fernando Valley. i The CSUN Oviatt Library has a physical collection containing 1.4 million volumes, of which over 1.1 million are books, and over 250,000 bound periodical volumes. The Library subscribes to 57,000 online journals, over 2,300 print journals, over 200 online databases and nearly 300,000 ebooks. The archives and manuscript collection exceeds 4,200 linear feet of materials, with nearly 38,500 items housed in Special Collections.
ii
History
The Oviatt Library at the California State University, Northridge (CSUN) is the site of the world's first library Automated Storage and Retrieval System (AS/RS). Born from the pilot project at the California State University Chancellor's Office, CSUN's AS/RS was inaugurated in 1991 and cost over $2,000,000 to implement. Its current annual cost of maintenance runs about $35,000
1 .
In the late 1980s the California State University at Northridge Library experienced steady growth due to an increase in the number of students and faculty, an increase in the variety of academic programs being offered, that had to be supported by the library according to its mission, and the growth in the amount of printed material required to keep collections current with old and new programs.
This growth has led to inevitable space problems. By a formula CSUN Library used to calculate space needs, at that time it had a deficit amounting to 50,000 square feet a year. The construction of the AS/RS at the Oviatt was part of the Library-wide expansion, which encompassed the addition of east and west wings. The incorporation of the storage system into the library operations was part of the east wing expansion. However, prior to installing the AS/RS rack in the newly built east wing, building inspectors determined that the AS/RS' structure did not comply with California seismic requirements. Further improvements demanded an addition of the extra floor slab and bolting the ASRS rack to the ceiling. While the necessary changes were inconvenient and delayed the opening, the 1994 Northridge Earthquake proved their worth ( fig. 1 ). AS/RS was the safest place in the Library, and probably the entire Los Angeles area to be. Although the quake devastated the library building and collection ( fig. 2) , not a single book in AS/RS was damaged. Currently the storage facility holds over 857,200 volumes, including bins that contain 15,000 linear feet of archival and special collections materials. AS/RS consists of 13,260 steel bins on a rack structure that occupies an 8000 sq. ft. room forty feet high ( fig. 3 ) 
Storage policy
The initial population of AS/RS was back-engineered from the goal of freeing 50% of the library stacks capacity, i.e. designating about 500,000 volumes for storage. By utilizing these clearly defined parameters, the initial load of the AS/RS, i.e. half a million items, was completed in about two months. Concurrently with the policy for selection into AS/RS, the library developed parameters for returning materials in storage into stacks. Naturally, these criteria were based on increase in circulation of stored materials. However, the reality showed that once materials were designated for AS/RS, they were destined to stay there. This could be explained by the very fact that those were low demand materials in the first place, that serendipitous physical browsing discovery was eliminated, and/or the growing open stacks collection left literally and figuratively no room for materials to return. Plus, the Library's busy life and continued forward momentum left little time for re-evaluating the past.
Storage arrangement
There are two types of storage arrangement in AS/RS: random and permanent. When an item held in random storage is taken out of the AS/RS to be used, it gets returned to a different (random) bin. While a requested item is retrieved, another returned item is input into its place. The majority of materials held in random storage belong to the main circulating collection. Conversely, non-circulating materials such as bound periodicals and Special Collections & Archives are held in permanent storage, with assigned location. For obvious reasons, it is optimal to keep multi-volume runs of periodicals together, mainly because the bibliographic records as a rule do not reflect the contents of each separate volume, and thus a single AS/RS request retrieves multiple volumes of one title. Special Collections & Archives materials usually have non-standard sizes and are harder to arrange within the bin and fit into an opening in another bin.
In addition, similarly to periodicals, Special Collections & Archives materials should be kept in a certain order. Therefore, the permanent storage items will always return to the same bin. The assignment of the storage type is recorded in the AS/RS Manager system, which has a dedicated Storage Type field ( fig. 4 ).
There are five sizes of bins available -6", 10", 12", 15" and 18"-and materials are stored in the appropriate size bin; the average load capacity of a bin is 350 lbs with the maximum load of 450 lbs ( fig. 5 ). Currently the system handles over 15,000 requests per year and the entire process is predicated on the compatibility and synchronous maintenance of the two parallel systems -the Library Catalog (Innovative Inc.) and AS/RS software. Only selected Technical Services and Circulation staff have special authorization to enter data into both systems.
The ability to interact with AS/RS Manager dictated the choice of the Integrated Library System (ILS) at the Oviatt. The Library's first ILS was purchased at the same time as the AS/RS. Bidders for each system --AS/RS and ILS --had to agree to work with the successful bidder for the "other" system. GEAC was the chosen ILS. One of the authors of this paper and at the time GEAC employee, Eric Willis, was in charge of developing the bridge between the two systems. The first generation of GEAC was replaced with second, GEAC Advance. However, when it was time to replace Advance, the Library decided to go out to bid, and one of the mandatory requirements was that the vendor had an existing interface with an AS/RS in production. There were only two viable options on the market at that time, and the winner was Innovative Interfaces.
Operation
When the patron finds a title in the online catalog that is stored in AS/RS, the record displays the location as Stored. By clicking the Request button displayed within the item record, the patron, after logging in, launches the command for the robotic crane ( fig. 6 ) Figure 6 The Stored location and Request button displayed in the online catalog
The robot detects the command because the library online catalog interfaces with the AS/RS Manager System and retrieves the item. The retrieval of materials from AS/RS is barcode-driven. Each item (book, periodical, box, etc.) designated for AS/RS in Millennium ILS has its location marked as AS/RS Stored ( fig. 7) . As requests are filled, a slip containing information such as the patron name and identification, the bar code, and a brief bibliographic entry is generated. The slip is inserted into the book and it is ready for a patron's pick up.
The last two digits of the bar code of each book are written on the top edge when it is stored, allowing the AS/RS operator to find the book easily. The operator reads the bar code in the book with a scanner, to confirm that it has been picked up and delivers it to the circulation desk. Once a request is received by AS/RS Manager system, it takes 15 minutes for the materials to be ready for the patron's pick-up.
Renovation
Although the AS/RS has proven itself to be very reliable, there were certain aspects of the original system design that after 20 years were either no longer maintainable, or had been replaced with even more reliable components and design. Recently, almost 20 years later the CSUN AS/RS underwent a major renovation of hardware. The upgrade to the physical plant took more than three months to complete and had a minimal impact on library services. The work was phased in gradually, which enabled most of the system to remain functional. Usually only one aisle was down at any given time. Since it was impossible for the Library catalog to know which titles are stored in which aisles, and thus unavailable, a generic message was posted on the catalog's AS/RS request page: Some titles may be unavailable for retrieval. Although there were possibly some upset patrons, the library did not hear any complaints.
The original "controls" onboard each crane utilized Intel microprocessor boards dating back to the 1980's. Current technology uses "programmable logic controllers." The positioning system that was responsible for ensuring the crane deposits each bin in exactly the right place utilized a system of rollers and counted "ticks." Current systems use laser technology for positioning.
Future directions
In recent years there has been a shift in the role of library on a university campus. The increased usage of laptops, tablets and mobile technology in student learning, as well as changes in curriculum towards student-created multimedia content and group assignments, transformed expectations for the library from a repository of print collections to technology commons, group study space and media lab. Many universities integrate libraries into student learning by adding new facets to the services, such as learning resource centers, writing centers, and even cafés.
Under the pressure of new demands, the physical space is at a premium and print materials yield to space expansion. A wave of library redesigns is sweeping the country. The Oviatt Library is getting ready for a renovation of its own. Although holding materials in closed storage has its disadvantages, such as the loss of shelf browsing and serendipitous discovery, it allows the libraries to continue acquiring materials unavailable or unaffordable in electronic format, and forces continual analysis of circulation statistics in order to keep just-in-time materials just on hand.
